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bookshelf interview: 
Nick Carr12

We interviewed UvA’s very own dr Nick Carr about his favou-
rite books, guilty pleasures, and recommendations. Check out 

what he has to say about his book shelves on page 12. 

Writer’s Block’s Final Editor Casper has written a beautiful 
short story. Go to page 4 and find yourself in the magical 

forest of Nir’Han.
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But yes your wild-run love
wheeled you on
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 in the world of fashion, September marks a time of change. Going against the natural flow of 
time, summer collections are presented on the threshold of winter, and when the first signs of 
spring shyly make their entry, fashion shows celebrate the trends of the holiday season. Fashion de-
signers never live in the moment at hand, but always in the moment to come. It is a mindset which 
presupposes that change is not a matter of mere adaption, but a matter of anticipating the future.

While we are not a fashion magazine, September has a similar meaning to Writer’s Block. It is not 
in our magazine’s nature to have a set theme, but for this issue, change can be found woven through 
every page. A new board means a new identity, a new outlook, and a new design, both on the inside 
and outside of the magazine. September is when we begin to work toward the future, which now 
lies before you.

The members of the editorial board for 2017-2018 have settled into their new roles, and the result 
of their efforts is now yours to read. Here for its first stroll down the literary catwalk, we are proud 
to present you an all-new look and layout for the magazine. It is our hope that, when you flip 
through the contents, it will be as refreshing to you as it is to us.

However, the true effort lies not with us, ultimately. We are only the light and sound technicians 
behind the stage. Our contributors are the ones who have sewn the most brilliant patterns, tight-
ened the seams, and pressed the fabric into this collection.

Sometimes change can be a difficult progress. Adaption never happens instantaneously, but always 
gradually. It requires energy, and in the end, is never truly finished. It is like a palimpsest: you can 
scrape off the past, and write something new, but traces of the old remain ever visible.

The only thing safe from the clutches of change, however, is the care we put in our content. Perhaps 
it was Yves Saint Laurent who expressed it best: “Fashions fade, style is eternal.”

the november issue
an editorial by Roos Gravemaker and Luc de Vries
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a short story by Casper Rudolph

the lost boy and the 
spirit dog

For Cooper.

Somewhere in Nir’Han, the magical forest.

The Known World of Ara’Delva.

I wander a sunless place beneath a thick layer 

of leaves. The camp is somewhere to the east, 

but having lost any sense of direction I can 

but walk and hope for a miracle or a sign. To 

my right I hear water streaming through the 

forest. With a dry throat I make my approach, 

and my stomach groans.

I’m an idiot, I tell myself as I drop to my knees 

at the river bank. I cup my hands, and bring 

water to my lips, and drink. I think about the 

camp, about the merchant Owen and the oth-

ers. Are they looking for me? Have they sent 

a rescue party into the woods?

Then my eyes fall upon my own reflection. 

Trickles of blood leak from the cuts on my 

cheeks and forehead. There’s a leaf sticking to 

my dirty hair. I look worse than I expected. I 

dip in my hands again, and splash water into 

my face, relishing the cool liquid on my skin.

Somewhere far away I hear a creature scream-

ing. And I think I heard a predator growling 

just now, but there’s no telling what beast 

that could’ve been. The things that lurk in 

the green are alien to me, like they’re not of 

the Known World. But then, these oaks are 

ancient; who knows what secrets they hide?

I lower my gaze, and stare back into my trou-

bled eyes.

I’m lost in Nir’Han. The magical forest. The 

wild place.

I need to find shelter for the night. I need a 

fire to keep me warm. I need something to 

eat, and I don’t care what, so long as it keeps 

me on my feet. Since I have no idea where 

to start, I just walk from the stream, back 

among the trees, with a hand on my belly. I 

feel my stomach rumbling against my palm.

In the back of my mind I hear Owen’s voice. 

Leo, he says. Take up this ax an’ gather us 

some firewood. That was three days ago. I’ve 

been out here in the wilderness for three days. 

How far have I strayed? Where’s the camp? 

Where’s the safe place?

No. I have to focus. But my vision’s a blur. I’m 

seeing faint traces of light after every motion, 

every time I move my hand before my eyes. 

I’m hearing noise in the bush, the snapping 

of twigs. I think I can hear wings flapping 

somewhere. And creatures up on the branch-

es laughing at me. Shrieking at me. And every 

time I take a step, as I struggle to move on, it’s 

like the trees are watching me.

No, it’s going to be dark soon. I need to build 

a fire.

It’s getting darker, and I begin to see faces 

on the oaks, and I wonder whether I’m hal-

lucinating. Could it be something in the air I 

breathe? A concentration of magical energy, 

perhaps? Am I losing my mind?

I sit on my hunkers by the deadwood with 

both hands outstretched. I inhale deeply, feel-

ing a heat coursing through my veins, pump-

ing through my blood, until it concentrates 

in the palms of my hands. I push, trying to 

make this little trick work. The smallest spark 

bounces off a fingertip, and my skin begins to 

warm. Arcane light flows out of me, rippling 

through the air, igniting the campfire as weak 

orange sparks grace the wood.

Now I sit in a ring of light, and my mind be-

gins to wander. I can see myself in a mem-

ory, years ago when I was but a boy, in the 

green gardens back home. I’m sitting beside 

a small dog, my dog. The sun stands high 

and still, unobstructed by clouds, bathing us 

in its light. His white fur shines like an out-

ward reflection of his pure soul. His deep and 

dark eyes gaze up at me, calm and reassuring, 

as if to say that I shouldn’t worry, and that 

I’ll find my way. I’m stroking his neck, and 

I don’t speak a word. His breath brushes my 

bare arm, and his breathing slows down grad-

ually, and time seems to come to a standstill. 

I cannot take my eyes off him, cannot let go, 

but I know…of course I know. I carefully kiss 

the top of his head, and run a trembling hand 

through his fur once more. Inside, my heart 

cries at my mind to reverse this, to some-

how make this undone…but he’s so old, and 

there’s nothing I can do. However, in my sad-

ness, as I shed tears, a feeling of tranquility 

falls upon me, and I know that it is okay to 

let go. Like an appreciation for something as 

precious as an innocent life. Then my buddy 

draws a final breath before passing on, into 

the beyond. I bid him farewell, and as his 

body goes limp and his heart ceases to beat, I 

sense something around me. As if his spirit is 

still with me, floating somewhere close. And, 

ever since, my little dog has appeared in my 

dreams. And in my memory he is always with 

me. And although I miss him terribly, I un-

derstand that this had to happen.

I avert my gaze and see rings of smoke float-

ing up at the leaves above. Is this where I’ll 

go? Starving to death in the wild place? No 
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matter how bleak, no matter how dark, per-

haps I’ve been led here somehow. Perhaps a 

reunion is upon me.

Still hungry, I lie down, and close my eyes, 

and finally drift off into void…

With a shock I come awake in the middle of 

the night. I lie beside the campfire’s remains, 

and realize it’s unusually silent, almost op-

pressively so, as if I’ve gone deaf. But slowly I 

begin to hear sounds around me. Something 

howling far away. The wind blowing through 

the trees. Something moving through the 

bush.

A glow is coming closer and I wonder what 

that could be. A will-o’-the-wisp? An angel 

light? Torchlight? Could this be a rescue par-

ty? Or could this be something hostile?

I hold still, hold my breath, press my hands to 

my stomach again in the hopes it’ll stay qui-

et as well. I’m weaponless and powerless. If 

that’s an attacker, I couldn’t retaliate.

The light is closing in, and as I look round a 

moment I see the khandasi, the monkey-crea-

tures with the glowing orbs on the tips of 

their tails, sitting on the high branches, peer-

ing at me and the approaching luminescence. 

I see some of their sapphire eyes glinting with 

something that almost resembles a human 

curiosity.

Then it emerges from the forest, and a sensa-

tion too hot to be comforting and too strong 

to resist, almost like a fever, spreads through-

out my being.

“It can’t be…” I whisper.

I reach out a hand and realize I’m shaking 

even more. My eyebrows curl into a frown, 

and I feel a stinging behind my eyes. My skin 

breaks into goose-flesh. It’s like the world 

starts to spin, like the very air itself is smoth-

ering me.

Before me stands a small canine, white of fur 

and dark eyed. A mysterious glow spreads 

from his body. He’s wiggling his tail, and he 

carries a dead rabbit between his teeth. Then 

he comes to me, and I feel the fur on his head 

under my hand. Is this real? Am I dreaming?

My dog drops his prey, and barks once, and 

I feel his powerful aura, and I realize some-

thing.

Here’s my spirit animal, my guide.

As he licks the dirt from my cheeks, I wrap 

my arms around him, holding him in a gentle 

embrace. “You’ve come back,” I say as tear-

drops fall from my eyelids. “But how? How?”

I start crying into my little buddy’s fur as I’m 

lifted on a wave of gratitude.

The cycle begins anew as the sun rises over 

the blue moon, dispelling the darkness. The 

sparkling river flows on our right, the clouds 

drift by calmly in the sky, and I hold new-

found hope in my heart. My inner eye can 

perceive it now: a sense of direction, a path to 

follow, a destination to reach. The forest isn’t 

even half as grim anymore. The leaves seem 

greener, the water bluer, and otherworldly 

flowers are in bloom. The world wakes from 

a bad dream as the scary noises die down and 

the birds sing their morning song.

So we walk on, like we used to walk, side by 

side, exchanging bright glances every now 

and then as we head east. We leave a sunless 

place, and follow the dawnlight into a warm 

future. Me and my dog.

an illustration by Ana Flores
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flash fiction by Mitchell Grabois

1.
The body of the Yucatecan woman is blue. I embrace her. Her womb is the source of multiplication and astrono-
my. The trunk supports the tree.
The maize of the tortillas she is kneading turns her fingers, wrists and forearms yellow-tan, but her upper arms 
stay blue, like the sky lighting the morning when birds come to drink from the pool and iguanas nod their heads 
in prayer to the god of sex. 
The animals are unconscious of their morality, as the Yucatecan woman is unconscious of hers. She is short. She 
is broad. She is blunt. Blue is peace. Maize is peace. Her fingers shape the tortillas.
Her ankles are thick, her shoulders rounded. The twinkle is so deep in her eye, it cannot be seen by others or 
herself. There is no mirror. 
She doesn’t worry about love anymore. All her loved ones were crucified on the swords of the henequen plant 
that were woven into rope, but for every darling enslaved and murdered by a hacienda owner and the American 
capitalist investing his enterprise, seven more spring into being, immaculately conceived sons of God, free of hate 
or desire for vengeance.   
Their bodies are like wheelbarrows or tables. They roll down paths, support simple feasts.

2.
Her breasts are small, her belly flat. Birds flutter around her as she plays her wooden flute. Her multi-colored 
clothes are flags that flutter in the breeze. Her sister pities her. Her sister wants it all, but she herself doesn’t want 
anything. And everything would be way too much to bear.
She plays her flute. Birds flutter around her. She sells string beans in the farmers’ market. They are long and green 
and bumpy and, when she’s not playing her flute, she examines them. She wants to learn them thoroughly. Cus-
tomers are drawn by her flute’s melodies. 
She refuses to sell her sister any string beans. If her sister had some of her string beans, her sister would have 
everything, and her life would collapse under the weight. So even though her sister is angry at her and thinks she 
is infantile and bitter, the truth is the opposite: she is saving her sister’s life.

Two women
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a poem by Fabrice Poussin

alphabet soup

an illustration by Ana Flores
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Playing with letters, mixing them all up in a dish,
I wonder how much they tickle.

What will they become under the motion, mixing
of a point so sharp, a dart of deadly curare.

No fear yet, in the game afoot on the shallow sea,
a giant crowd colored in a rainbow they see above.

The plot thickens in a milky paste of an ecstatic swim;
of love, murder, mystery, death and resurrection.

Lines, of a wall of stones, a fortress in time,
it will carry through gravity, your name.  

Hardened to become the shine of an unbreakable mirror,
silence may come to them, now set in their simmering story.

Reflecting glass, passage, lifeline to the hungry souls,
they seem to dance, immobile, within a song from beyond.

No more need to stir, all has been written on the plane,
wave from your world to mine, solid and moveable.

The letters will not sign goodbyes, for there remains
not a moment to waste, eternity has come at last.  



the perfect socialite

“Day and night my toils redouble,

  Never nearer to the goal;

  Night and day, I feel the trouble

  Of the Wanderer in my soul.”

  -- William Wordsworth

When I first started studying in Amsterdam, I 

had never been in a city that big before. I was 

sick of the small, disjointed, tedious social 

circle I was forced to inhabit at my provincial 

high school; in Amsterdam everything felt 

opened up, breathing, living – I felt there were 

endless possibilities. My imagination was as 

big as my heart, and I soon realized that con-

fining myself to the social life of English stu-

dents would not suffice: I required more vari-

ety, more people, more life. That moment, so 

grandiose in hindsight, was a whistle of wind 

at the time, a still innocent idea, that came 

into the world almost stillborn compared to 

its neighbouring thoughts. It only grew to 

terrifying proportions later. Currently I am a 

member of more organizations than you can 

count on two hands, endless associations and 

clubs. Two weeks in a row I have had no free 

evening: every day there seem to be things to 

go to, people to meet. I am – addicted.

Those first months were my honeymoon of 

social life: days where I proudly declared 

that I was living for the night, that nothing 

mattered but those bright moments of social 

bonding. My attitude was uncompromising-

ly positive then: I felt as if every person was 

good at heart and had endlessly interesting 

things to reveal, if only given the right stim-

ulation, that the smallest indivisible human 

unit was two, and that if an event was not a 

success I could save it through determination 

and empathic energy. What I wanted was to 

meet as many people as possible, and to see, 

to understand, who they truly were, to fig-

ure out the hidden machinery that kept them 

ticking, to move beyond their social shields, 

demanded by propriety and anxiety. I want-

ed glimpses of man’s soul. Often the finest 

moments were conversations overheard, or 

stories told indirectly. I was an onlooker of 

social scenes on the fringes, endlessly enthu-

siastic and intrigued, happily tolerated by 

whoever organized the event.

Initially my social adventures were always 

shared. I would write a pen friend almost 

every night, detailing my experiences, and 

he, a reserved and shy Australian, would ru-

minate with me. This way I never really was 

alone. Later I found a partner in crime, who 

would sometimes join me, and who I would 

often call or text after the event if he could 

not make it. Already those texts had less con-

tent: they detailed practical things, such as 

how many people there were, and how good 

of a venue it was. We were looking not for 

spiritual enrichment but for a social utili-

ty tool. Still, there was a sharing, a mutual 

indulgence. Best was that I had a homebase: 

people I would go to every Thursday after-

noon. That provided not only a physical 

space – a small apartment on the west side of 

Amsterdam – but also the comforting pres-

ence of people far removed from the social 

life I was involved in. Sometimes they’d even 

join me on my adventures in the evening, and 

bemuse me with their elaborately comical 

descriptions of the stuck-up students they 

spoke to.

Those Thursdays came and went; the pen 

friend is too busy with his study nowadays 

to speak to me much; and I never call or text 

my partner in crime anymore about events: it 

seems unnecessary, redundant. There’s noth-

ing left to say. The only homebase I have now 

is the busy solitude of my own heart. I even 

came to distrust friendship as a refuge for 

bores. I wanted everyone to be no more than 

a vague acquaintance – to free me from the 

demands of friendly affection. But in avoid-

ing being chained to others I handcuffed my-

self. All that remains are the incessant social 

events, attended alone, without anchor, with-

out help – a frantic search for some unknown 

phantom, some wordless paradox, some-

thing, something.

That is the central paradox of attending so 

many social events: they really only serve to 

remind you how alone you are. Each one is 

punctuated by travelling – by yourself, jad-

ed, disappointed, tired. The true pain is that 

you get to know so many people vaguely, that 

only you yourself still feel real. Every other 

person begins to seem replaceable; every trait 

seems to be a neatly catalogued, prepackaged 

option. The patterns begin to bore, and so 

the process of socializing becomes a sort of 

screening test. If the person doesn’t satisfy, 

they are discarded, inelegantly thrown aside 

without the slightest regret – they turn into 

a nonperson. Endless socializing eventually 

dehumanizes people: social life becomes a 

game, a stage trick, a sleight of hand.

I realized, as I left a study weekend today, 

what had bothered me when saying good-

bye: the hugs I received meant nothing to 

me. When I would hug people two years ago 

I would love to feel the warmth of their bod-

ies, to take in the delicately fragrance they 

emitted, to touch a body that had been the 

vessel of another soul for so many years. It 

was awe-inspiring to think how they had 

struggled growing up in it, how they had to 

accept its indelicacies, how it had been loved 

intimately by many or few. Hugs had the 

intensity of a sacred ritual: I felt a sense of 

communion. But when I left today and was 

greeted, absently, goodbye, with some swift 

hugs, I felt I might as well have been embrac-

ing concrete: the other people no longer felt 
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an essay by Vernon Young

real, they had been abstracted into types and 

possibilities, pawns in a social game I try to 

rig. I no longer feel their body – the ritual has 

been demystified through endless repetition.

This way the whole social ritual itself has 

been defaced. Almost everything I say has 

already passed through the ears of dozens of 

others – they are well-rehearsed stories, that 

come out too fluently, were too cynically and 

manipulatively constructed and molded for 

practical purposes, for utilitarian ends. Of-

ten I even made up stories. In frantic search 

of more events to attend, I once discovered 

an untapped well: those for international 

students. Connivingly, I pretended to be an 

international student, getting an Erasmus 

student card from another city with some 

skilled lying. I constructed a whole alternate 

identity. Freed from the shackles of my own 

character, I could make up a new one on the 

spot, and I felt an existential abandonment 

that was intensely euphoric. These were my 

most fun adventures, but also the most mor-

ally questionable and dehumanizing. I forced 

myself to stop when I found myself lying next 

to a woman who knew not a single true thing 

about my life.

Recently a girl I talked to charmed me im-

mensely. Touched me – I should say – deeply. 

She was drunk, but in control. I admired the 

reckless abandon with which she talked about 

her life: an abandon I cannot have any longer, 

because of all the lies I would uncover. She 

revealed all her insecurities – revealed, even, 

that she barely had a social life, and joined 

the organization she was a part of only to re-

mediate that. I was enchanted, but soon she 

had to leave, and she too hugged me goodbye. 

As she walked away, I wanted to shout after 

her, to run up to her, to convey, somehow, 

what she had meant to me – “Forgive me, 

talk to me, love me, screw me, take me with 

you, help me, save me – save me.” But there 

I stood, motionless, expressionless, with an 

ineradicable cynicism defining the corners 

of my lips. When I next met her, at a party, 

deep into the night, she had forgotten who I 

was. We spoke for twenty minutes, bored by 

each other and the dying party. In the faint 

disco-lights she did not look flattering, and I 

soon forgot about her too. That was the last 

time I ever visited her organization.

Often when I join student weekends – 

planned trips to distant locations – I leave 

early on Sunday morning, before everyone 

else has woken up. This gesture, like most of 

my social maneuvering, is too self-conscious-

ly symbolical, too self-dramatized, but in that 

capacity it does deliver: I join them from the 

outside, am tolerated as a curiosity, move 

among them like a ghost, then disappear be-

fore they can solve the riddle. Those days I 

feel forced to wander through eternity, pallid, 

dim, inane, a ghost veering in and out of so-

cial scenes, haunted by a sense of seeking and 

not finding, leaving only tiny marks, soon 

washed away by time. Yet I keep resolutely 

struggling forward. Everything to avoid that 

terrifying conclusion: What I am looking for 

doesn’t exist.
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an illustration by Ana Flores
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Brother, You Can Right 
All Your Wrongsa poem by Paul Bond

I count my years in terms of laughter
because I’ve often felt the pain
of a constant clash with Providence
and it left me standing in the rain

I see my tears turn into plaster
those are statues of a past I feign
should I fear the ordeal of a God
who left me standing in the rain?

Oh my brother, you can right all your wrongs,
pay the debts you owed and borrowed
and those visions that you speak of,
and at night you dream of
become part of the shadows after dark

My bed is a disaster
it’s unslept and breathes just like a birch
that rules my life, and it owns me outright
and it keeps me wide awake at night,
it keeps me wide awake at night

Paul Bond writes the lyrics and music for his band Dandelion. Dandelion plays country 

funk with harmonies inspired by Crosby, Stills & Nash and Fleet Foxes, with lyrics in the 

tradition of Paul Simon and Iron & Wine. You can watch Dandelion perform Brother, 

You Can Right All Your Wrongs here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L6JrMSX7jbw


What is your favourite book?

Robert Musil’s The Man Without Qualities 

is my favourite novel. It is an Austrian novel 

and originally written in German. But there 

are books for different times in your life and 

different times of the year, the day, right? You 

have night-time books and day-time books. 

Nietzsche’s Also Sprach Zarathustra was a 

very influential book in my personal life – 

another German! I’ll be mentioning very few 

English writers. Although Wallace Stevens 

was a big influence as well.

Aren’t you sad that you cannot read the 

German works in their original language?

No, I am excited because I am getting there! 

I am learning the language and I would con-

sider myself an intermediate in the language. 

It will be a long time before I can read Der 

Mann Ohne Eigenschaften because I’d be 

looking up so many words all the time since 

the sentences are so complex. But I am prac-

tising. I have a book by Hugo von Hofmann-

sthal and I set aside some time at night to 

practise translating his aphorisms to keep up 

my German. So, I’ll get there one day. I see 

it as the light at the end of the tunnel rather 

than sadness.

What attracted you to Nietzsche and other 

Germans?

It was the style; the bombastic, outrageous 

things that he would say – it was like reading 

poetry. It was the same with Wallace Stevens. 

It was as T.S. Eliot once said, that the sound 

makes a certain sense to you before you even 

work it out. You can read things, while not 

knowing what they mean, but you still like 

them, just because they work aesthetically. 

You can tell, stylistically and intuitively, that 

what you are reading is profound – I thought 

so anyway. It blew my mind when I was about 

19. And then I came back afterwards, kind 

of doing the interpretative digging. Some-

times when you return to a poem you used 

to admire for its density, it turns out to be a 

bit superficial: it’s all style and no substance. 

It’s all tip and no iceberg. But with Nietzsche, 

it was both. You got that initial blowing of 

your mind, and then when you come back to 

it and actually try to intellectually analyse it, 

it gives you the feeling that you can go on for-

ever. It’s that first sub-rational appeal to all 

your favourite books that’s there before you 

start making sense of it. Just trust your nose.

I am trying to think of an English author I 

also enjoy next to Wallace Stevens. Joseph 

Conrad. His novel, Nostromo, I think, is my 

favourite English novel. And he’s a Pole, for 

whom English was his third language! Nos-

tromo actually has a vaguely significant fe-

male character in it, which is one of the few 

vaguely significant female characters in all 

of Conrad, because it’s usually a man’s world 

with him. So yes, in terms of English novels, 

Nostromo and Tristram Shandy by Laurence 

Sterne. Which are two very different novels.

Do you have any guilty pleasures?

There are things that I am embarrassed 

about. For instance, when I first read Hem-

ingway, I really liked it. But when I look back 

at that version of me, I just think, “Gee, you 

had a bit of growing up to do back then, that 

was a bit stupid!” At that time I thought that 

Jack Kerouac and all those Beat people were 

really good. Now, when I look back at that, 

I’m embarrassed. It was super, super clichéd. 

That’s not to say that Hemingway or Kerou-

ac are rubbish. It’s that my take on them at 

the time was rubbish. A friend of mine, who 

is really into Bob Dylan, said, when we were 

talking about music, “You’ve always gotta live 

with your bands,” which has some truth to it. 

You can’t try and forget that you were once 

into Michael Jackson or whoever has become 

really cheesy now – you just have to live with 

that. So I try not to be too hard on myself. I 

certainly won’t be re-reading Jack Kerouac or 

Hemingway in the manner of my undergrad-

uate self. I’d be reading them in a very differ-

ent way now, though I’d have to overcome the 

hurdle that is my memory of the former me 

who first read them. I suppose that puts quite 

a limit on the possibility for revisiting certain 

books. I have a cousin who’s read The Lord 

of the Rings about fifteen times – I won’t be 

doing that. But you’ve kind of got to chalk it 

up to experience: you cannot be over it until 

you’ve been under it. You’ve got to read it and 

then grow past it and say, “It was good at the 

time, for the person I was at the time, and 

now I’m different.”

What kind of books did you read when you 

were younger? How did your upbringing af-

fect your taste in books?

My parents were the 60s generation so they 

were hippies, rebels and atheists with very 

conservative parents. They had a really good 

taste in books. My father was super into Dos-

toevsky, so I read a lot of Dostoevsky at a rel-

atively young age, which was very good for 

me, and even though he’s not my favourite 

author, I think that Crime and Punishment 

is still an amazing book. Dostoevsky was 

the height of profundity, so I made sure that 

With favourite books, 
there’s always that 
first sub-rational 
appeal before you 

really start making 
sense of it.

Nicholas Carr was born and educated in Brisbane, Australia, where he completed 
undergraduate studies in arts and law. He did his masters and doctoral work at the 
University of Cambridge in England. Since 2016, he has been a lecturer in English 
Literature at the University of Amsterdam.
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an interview by Rachel Aisa-Bonoko 
and Tom van Veenendaal

bookcase interview: Nick carr
I knew what dad was talking about. It must 

have influenced me. I haven’t become enor-

mously passionate about Dostoevsky, but he 

possibly set a certain tone of seriousness that 

has stayed with me.

My parents had all the sort of “standard” clas-

sics, and my father studied literature at uni-

versity, so he still had all the books and text-

books he had used during his studies. He had 

all of the collected works of Dickens, Shelley 

and Wordsworth and a really good edition of 

Tennyson. I didn’t start reading poetry that 

young, but at a relatively precocious age I had 

read a lot of, say, Dickens’s work.

I also had an older sister, and the benefit of 

having an older sister was that everything 

that she read would be passed onto me. When 

she read Lord of the Rings at the age of 11 or 

12, I read The Lord of the Rings at the age of 

9. I tended to read bigger books a little bit 

before most other people. It was a big reve-

lation to me and caused me to become quite 

arrogant. For example, in early high school, 

when I saw my history teacher, who used to 

try and show how smart he was to 14-year-

old students, reading The Lord of the Rings 

at lunch-time, I went, “Mr. Rogers, what are 

you doing reading The Lord of the Rings?” He 

said, “Oh, it’s fantastic!” And I said, “Isn’t that 

a kid’s book?” It was one of those moments 

where you realise that: maybe adults aren’t as 

different as you thought they were.

If some psychiatrist put me on the couch, 

If some psychiatrist put 
me on the couch, they 

might well find that my 
early reading of Rus-

sian novels caused my 
instinct to be to always 

reach for something 
outside of the English 

language tradition.

they might well find that my early reading of 

Russian novels caused my instinct to be al-

ways reaching for something outside of the 

English language tradition.

What is the last book that you read, and do 

you have any books that are on your reading 

list for the future?

The one I have on my reading list for the 

future is one that, I believe, Olga Fischer 

recommended to me after I’d spoken about 

Robert Musil, which is called The Demons 

– the same name as  Dostoevsky’s book – by 

Austrian writer Heimito von Doderer. It’s 

one of those Viennese nostalgia literature 

pieces. I’ve read a lot of German language 

stuff of that sort. Joseph Roth, Robert Musil, 

Schnitzler, Peter Altenberg, Karl Kraus, 

Stefan Zweig – and Olga said: “Have you seen 

this Heimito von Doderer?” And I had never 

heard of him since his writing is a bit later, 

from after World War II, I think. But the nov-

el is set in fin de siècle Vienna. I don’t real-

ly read that many books written after World 

War II. So that one is definitely on the list.

The last book I read for pleasure was one 

that I had bought when I first came here. It’s 

called The Doll by Boleslaw Prus, an early 

20th century Polish realist. It’s from the Pol-

ish realist tradition so it is a quite thick and 

typical realist novel.

Are there any books or authors that you 

want to recommend to people?

Robert Musil. He is known but kind of on the 

fringes, so he’s always on the list. Another 

slightly obscure one (for readers of English) 

might be: Austrian writer Joseph Roth who 

wrote The Radetzky March. He lived in Am-

sterdam for a short time in exile. There is a 

little plaque of him at Café Scheltema.

Apart from these Austrian writers, there is 

also a great Australian historian called Man-

ning Clark, who is probably terribly unfash-

ionable now, but he used to be a big thing 

for me. He wrote this quite epic, six-volume 

history of Australia, which he finished in the 

1980s. The volumes are full of references to 

Carlyle and Dostoevksy and he has an epic, 

literary way of writing. All those historians 

who are as dry as dust criticized him for not 

having enough footnotes, for having some 

dates wrong and for his facts not being rigor-

ous enough. But it’s full of brilliant pen por-

traits of mediocre Australian people, and full 

of quite spirited descriptions of the spiritual 

anguish that these people encountered when 

they went from Europe to Australia. There’s 

a great kind of melancholy behind the ex-

ploitative, burly 19th century capitalists in 

Australia, like wool-pioneer John Macarthur 

(1767-1834), who eventually went insane. 

Australian history is full of these men who 

came from overseas to make their fortune 

and turned into these reactionaries. I clearly 

remember hearing all these stories about men 

like John Macarthur and William Charles 

Wentworth, and Manning Clark turns them 

into these profound characters, who are tor-

tured by the spiritual emptiness they find in 

Australia. I bought it for my supervisor when 

I finished my PhD, because I wanted to give 

him something that he had definitely never 

heard of – he was very strong on the intel-

lectual history side of literature. If I were to 

recommend something Australian, it would 

be Manning Clark’s history. It’s a bit of a mi-

nor classic.
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a poem by John Grey

She showed up at a party in the village.
It was different from the kind of get-togethers she was used to.
People accumulated in various rooms.
Conversation paddled in pretentious waters.

She preferred to stand out, to be always a few feet away,
absorbed in her own separateness. 
Someone would surely break off from the main body,
make her acquaintance, speak exclusively to her.

Besides, she had no wish to talk of art and theater.
She had a passion for passion, especially its beginning,
the reconnoiter, the flirting, where man and woman
are most unalike and the difference is compelling. 

She stood there for the longest time but no one approached.
Folks wanted her to have an opinion on De Kooning or Wim Wenders.
It wasn’t enough to just be unattached and interesting. 
She had never known a time before when aesthetics trumped romance.

Disappointed, she made her way toward the exit.
She stopped for a moment, her attention grabbed by a painting on the wall.
It was totally abstract. She hated it on sight.
She left there disenchanted but entitled to her own opinion.

Her first step
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poetry by Jackson Henry

1
Your eyes,
Like two tiny virgin green olives,
Have already unraveled,
And offered my hands
Your white flag.
Once your cracked lips
Were a country,
A long way for me to arrive.
And as the tender aging bougainvillea
Journeys beneath the dusty moon,
And breaks with the dampness of dawn,
We too begin to regain time.

2
I have felt the weight of years
Through the palms of other men.
They have ingrained themselves
Deep into your hallowed earth,
Where I too set roots.
Your snowy breasts are no longer my sanctuary.
This I know.
For these men have entangled syllables
Of their declarations
Within your cascading hair.
The weight of your absence
Has only given me remnants of what has been unforgotten.
Only leaving me hoping
California will finally slide into the ocean.

three poems 

3
To bury myself,
If only once more,
Into the flowing current of your dark hair,
And to receive penance
For all my misgivings.
The handfuls of earth,
The vast sea,
Will again arrive,
And be returned to us.
Our thirst will quench,
And nothing lost.

a poem by John Grey
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The weight of wanting

PART I. 

Suitcases roll over tiled floors speckled with 

greying gum. A screeching sound rolls in 

from the end of the tunnel, a rough remind-

er of metal on metal as the metro ebbs and 

flows. There’s always someone rushing more 

than the next person, ad infinitum. There’s 

always someone with something better, 

something worse. There are always voices 

that have something to tell you and some-

thing to remind you of. They’re unavoidable, 

like eye contact on a busy street. 

Tell me where you’re going. What’s hap-

pened? What are you pushing for? 

Umbrellas and coats running from the snow, 

running from a hundred million little balleri-

nas dancing the Nutcracker, little sugarplum 

fairies in white tutus, so graceful and in sync. 

Running, being oh so careful to avoid all the 

traffic hazards this city has to offer.

Have you ever had a pure love? Have you ever 

been anything more than the penultimate? 

Have you ever felt something leave before it 

had even gone?

“Hold me. Right now. No more words can 

take me from this pain I’m in. Hold me now, 

or never hold me again. I’m aching, I’m 

breaking.”

The moonlight shimmers on windowpanes 

you walk passed, but only in the streets that 

are not held by fluorescent lights. Let the 

lights, the fluorescent or the moon’s, caress 

your skin. Let it cover you whole, like the 

empty sheets that await you, sheets that used 

to hold a place where you ended and I began. 

Hold the moon with your eyes, now. It will 

leave, just as it had come, the most faithful 

of mistresses. 

What were you thinking to treat someone so? 

How could you, after all that care, after all 

those lengths?

“I’m not the one.” 

A fever will rampage through your veins. 

With half-closed eyes, try to remember the 

warmth that once held you, the one that 

made your body tingle, not shiver. Take all 

those cold sweats to bed and drown in fever 

dreams. Let them shake you, change you. 

Do you feel guilty?

PART II.

Riba un sero, unda e unico luz ta esun cu ta 

bin di e luna. Ta riba e sero ki bo por wak 

henter e isla, di California Lighthouse, pa 

Sero Colorado, di Arikok, pa Palm Beach. Ta 

kinan bo por wak con chikito e isla ki ta, con 

e ta ensera dor di awa cla. 

Mi ta warda pa e luznan di tur e casnan di 

e isla cuminsa sende, e luznan unda e mu-

chanan mester cuminsa prepara pa bay scol. 

Prepara prome cu solo sali. Mi ta sinta cu 

cara pa Playa, pa Noord, ora mi sa cu ta tras 

di mi lomba e solo ta lantando. Ta na Sero 

Colorado, na San Nicolas, unda e solo tey bri-

ya pa prome biaha di e dia. 

Un sentimento ta pasa; e sentimento di core 

door di Colony, unda tur e cas nan ta cay 

fo’i di otro, unda bo nunca ta wak niun alma 

cana. Un luga di spirito, un memoria di priv-

ilegio.

Ta bou pal’i coco mi ta sinta. Ta kinan mi ta 

puntra con pa kita e sed di mi curason. Ken 

lo sa? E bruha den e cas abandona na Arikok? 

E spiritonan na Franse Pas? E pintura di Cai-

quetios den e cuabanan di Fontein of Quadi-

rikiri? Esnan patras di tur e baranan cu ta 

supos di proteha nan?

Wak e show, e colornan, e bisti, e baile. No 

tin niun number di speechnan di Prinsesita, 

di Reina, di Miss di Carnaval cu lo por pone 

e sintimento nan ki cambia. Niun steelpan of 

cuarta, niun roadmarch of tambu. Laga nan 

tur sali, mane un spirito di e fayesido.  

Canta bo alma. Tur mi pikanan ta asina pika 

cu e ta pika. Wanta duru, wanta duru, paso 

ainda falta.

Ma nace riba un diabierna, casi mesun ora 

cu e solo a nace e dia ey. Mi gusta pensa cu 

ma nace cu e briyanan di solo den mi wowo 

y e ros delicado di e subiment’i solo den mi 

wang.

Bala den celebro, bala den celebro, sanger 

riba mi man. E’n ta asthma pero e pasado cu 

ta sera mi long. 

Wak con su mi ta consumi mi. 

Mi welo ta bay koffiemorgen tur diaranson 

mainta. E ta sinta cu tur su amigonan, cu su 

primonan. Nan ta papia di e hendenan cu nan 

conose, esnan den pasado y esnan cu ainda 

ta den presente. Cada otro siman tin un mas 

cu a fayece.

Tin welonan cu bo por hanja tur dia sinta bou 

palo, hungando domino, bebiendo rom. Nan 

di cu e rom ta preserva nan curpa, e ta limpia 

tur sushi di nan curpa, e ta e rason dicon ain-

da nan ta bibo. 

Tin un distansia entre mi nomber y mi cura-

son. Ta mi curason cu ta canta e Himno, ta 

mi alma cu ta baila un wals, tin un cah’i orgel 

cu ta toca den mi mente. Pero mi ta sinti cul-

pabel. Ta mi nomber cu a enforsa e sklabitud. 

Ta mi nomber cu a pasa bala dor di e frenta di 

Caiquetionan. Ta ami cu mester sinti culpa-

bel pa locual mi antesesornan a hasi.

Tin un ritmo den e rosea cu ta resona. Tin un 

gani resa pa roseanan di otro ritmo. 

a fictional non-fiction in four parts by Elise van der Linde
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(English translation)

On a hill, where the only light is that of the 

moon. On this hill, you have a complete view 

of the island, from California Lighthouse to 

Sero Colorado, from Arikok, to Palm Beach. 

It’s here that you can see how small this island 

is, how it’s enclosed by clear waters. 

I wait for the lights of all the houses on the 

island below me to turn on, lights where kids 

have to start preparing to go to school. Pre-

pare before the sun rises. I sit facing Playa, 

facing Noord, even though I know the sun 

will rise behind my back. Sero Colorado, San 

Nicolas, that’s where the sun will shine for 

the first time today.

A feeling passes; the feeling of driving 

through Colony, where all the houses are fall-

ing apart, where you never see a soul. A place 

of spirits, a memory of privilege. 

I sit under a palm tree. Here, I ask myself how 

to quench the thirst of my heart. Who would 

know? The witch in the abandoned house of 

Arikok? The spirits at Frenchman’s Pass? The 

wall paintings of the Caiquetios in the caves 

of Fontein or Quadirikiri? Those behind bars 

that are supposed to protect them?

Look at the show, the colours, the dress, the 

dance. There is no amount of speeches by 

Carnaval Princesses, Queens, or Misses that 

would make this feeling change. No steelpan 

or cuarta, no roadmarch or tambu. Let it all 

out, like a spirit of the dead.

Sing your soul. All my sins are so spicy that 

it’s sad. Hold tight, hold tight, there’s still so 

much left.

I was born on a Friday, almost at the same 

time as the sun was reborn on that same day. 

I like to think I was born with rays of sunlight 

in my eyes and the delicate pink of a sunrise 

in my cheeks. 

Bullet in a brain, bullet in a brain, blood on 

my hands. It isn’t asthma but the past that’s 

shutting down my lungs. 

See how his me consumes me.

My grandpa has coffee every Wednesday 

morning. He sits with all his friends, his 

cousins. They all talk about the people they 

know, those in the past and those that are still 

in the present. Every other week there’s an-

other one that’s passed away.

There are grandfathers that you can find sit-

ting under the same tree everyday, playing 

dominos, drinking rum. They say that the 

rum preserves their bodies, it cleans them 

of all the dirt in their body, it’s the reason 

they’re still alive.

There’s a distance between my name and my 

heart. My heart wants to sing the anthem, my 

soul wants to dance a wals, there’s a cah’i orgel 

playing in my mind. But I feel guilty. It’s my 

name that enforced slavery. It’s my name that 

shot bullets through the forehead of Caique-

tios. It is I that has to feel guilty for what my 

ancestors have done.

There’s a rhythm in the breaths that reso-

nates. There’s a need for praying for breaths 

of a different rhythm.

PART III.

To get to Frenchman’s Pass, one can either 

take a turn off the roundabout of Pos Chiki-

to, or take a left on the street from Santa Cruz 

to Balashi. The narrow street is surrounded 

by coral cliffs and one can see the remains 

of the Balashi Gold Mill from the Pass. The 

surrounding area, called the Spanish Lagoon, 

has a copious amount of unique flora and 

the remnants of a salt plain. This is a popu-

lar place for nature walks, and on Halloween 

teenagers enjoy roaming the Pass after mid-

night. 

In the early 17th century, when the Carib-

bean was flooded with conquistadores, colo-

nisers, pirates, and above all, the murder of 

native inhabitants, a battle took place in this 

narrow passage. The English, the French, and 

the Caiquetios — the natives allied with the 

French — fought near the salt plain, but the 

French, being small in number, and the Cai-

quetios, armed with nothing but bows and ar-

rows, began to fall back and ultimately hid in 

the caves of the coral cliffs. The Englishmen 

gathered dead leaves and branches and piled 

them up at the entrance of these caves and 

lit them on fire. Those of the defeated party 

burned, and if they did not burn, they suffo-

cated. The street is named after this battle.

Legend has it that inhabitants can still hear 

the crying, the screaming, and the sounds of 

battle coming from these caves. Others claim 

to have seen fire along the cliffs, but when 

approached by the most curious of inhabit-

ants, the flames disappear without a trace. 

Some say that the ghosts of the fallen men 

still roam the narrow passage. There have 

been rumours of a man running on the top 

of the cliffs, who would tell any and all visi-

tors to LEAVE, LEAVE THIS PLACE. To this 

day, the only thing ever reported to have been 

found in this area are dead fireflies and burnt 

out candles.

PART IV.

Think about it. Hold it in your hand. Caress 

its delicate spine, and its golden little fingers. 

Hold it close. Closer. Don’t let it consume 

you. Forget that everything in this universe 

is perpetually in a state of change. Let the 

crooked light graze your skin. Feel the fatigue 

and shrug it off. It’s not as important as this 

is. Closer, closer. Don’t mind the shivers and 

chills. It’s just a reaction to this touch. Let 

yourself float on waves of fever. The cramp-

ing feeling in your limbs, they’re not bad 

cramps. It’s just your body’s way of saying you 

want this — no, you need this closer. Seize. 

Your shaking limbs will only make this touch 

cover more of your body. Let the cold gold 

slip across your skin. You’re the one I adore. 

That painful swelling, those bumps, it only 

means there’s more skin to touch. This dis-

ease, it’ll spread, to your father, your moth-

er, your neighbour, but if you hold this close 

enough, maybe the plague won’t consume 

you. When blood pours out of your mouth, 

take no note of it. This only means there’s 

more room inside of you for this. Only begin 

to worry when your fingers begin to blacken 

and slow decay. You need your fingers to hold 

this starry feeling. Worry when your skin be-

gins to decompose. Battle away the visions 

that block out the truth. You need to be here. 

The weight of wanting
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Paradise Postcard
a poem by Filippa B

So you bit
the Big Apple
said it entered
all cavities

Then Yankee you
shot of out New York
to earn the unearned cleanse
of a sports car’s speed
Top down to finger
the heavens on high

And deep, deep you went
knelt your hushed brow
into Louisiana,
its holy inflatable pool

Till that damsel of the prairie
wiggled for your truck to pick up
a commercial teethrow
and editorial leg
Roses throbbing off of her neck’s pulse
that you could almost snatch
and the bit bubblegum
exploded on her face
Pincurled and kneesocked
a Lolita in your arms
And when taken
the pitched lament
of her godly approbation
chased out the last
of my lingering negation
But yes your wild-run love
wheeled you on
to fire your dimes
into the fountains of Nevada
its spun tables
and drive-through chapels

only to splutter
Paradise’s excess
shred and tear its scenery
until the wipers cut
a purer scape of land
to startle bear in headlights
and horizontal hail
Jesus crucified
to the dashboard’s horizon
that reddened and mystified
as you searched out
those spangled skies
where stars shot to your wishing
over magnificent mountains
to a cinematic score

On the back of this Graceland souvenir
of grinning Elvis
circled with my wine
stamped some states away
my name spells
in your careless capitals
although you write
you have forgotten me

and am now
a feel-good person
in high resolution
in that mighty superlative,
America,
where God lives.



sweet, and I imagine the mother finds the 

girl’s soft-lyrical voice and yellow, messy hair 

warm and inviting, like I do.

The following evening, we clumsily jump in 

the backseat of a taxi and she doesn’t think 

twice about sitting in the middle seat to be 

closer to me in the short fifteen minute ride 

from the bar to the house. That night, when 

she rolled around in the duvet messily placed 

in the middle of the living room floor, the 

freckles on her body made me think of glit-

ter, but I spoke about someone I hooked up 

with the year before. On the last day, when 

we were forced to say goodbye in a station 

that was too full of bodies to move an inch, 

her pale-blue eyes were not looking at me and 

her mouth was firmly shut. I wanted to ask, 

but instead I said I will miss the bump on her 

nose and her mouth on my own. I watched as 

she turned towards the exit, silently.

These moments pass me by and they become 

scenes from a film behind my closed eyes 

when I go to bed at night. But then, on days 

like today I think maybe I had it wrong. In 

real life, I sit in the car and do not sing loudly 

right back at her. During the concert, I ask 

if she would like another drink and stare 

straight ahead when I feel her edging clos-

er towards me in the dark. Between pillows 

and crumpled sheets, I push the conversa-

tion aside and kiss her harder because asking 

about afternoons spent hating yourself are 

not what I want to hear. In the backseat of 

the taxi I step outside and focus on finding 

a cashpoint rather than holding my hand out 

to her. When the wine bottle is empty and 

declares she is going to bed, I don’t stop her 

and tell her I think this might be what falling 

in love feels like. The words, “I adore you! I 

think the world is a more beautiful place be-

cause you’re in it, please can we speak openly 

because playing it cool is becoming increas-

ingly difficult!” are never said aloud.

Months later, as I walk home down the narrow 

cobblestone streets of a different city, I replay 

the images again and again, but a part of me 

knows they never could have looked that 

way. In an attempt to avoid clichés, I didn’t 

see that authenticity was hidden between my 

doubts and romanticised sentimentality. I re-

alise it was in the moments that were neither 

perfect nor chaotic, like the Tuesday night 

we spent twenty minutes arguing in a bright-

ly-lit supermarket corridor, rolling our eyes 

at one another between the cheese and milk 

section; we walked home laughing and ended 

up eating spaghetti. I’m transported back to 

my street, as I reach the orange, rusty door 

of my ground floor flat. I tell myself that next 

time I will try and remember that taking off 

my rose-tinted glasses would have brought all 

the moments with that girl closer to reality.

Throughout my teenage years and now ear-

ly-twenties, I have watched more films than 

I would like to admit. Films set in isolated 

towns, with low budgets, and poetic depic-

tions of quiet conversations exchanged dur-

ing a friend’s dinner party, hurriedly said 

outside the local fish and chips shop, or 

whispered between two almost-strangers in 

the dark. These interactions have become my 

obsession, and as a result I often find myself 

blurring the lines between what is real and 

what I imagine my own life would look like 

through the lens of a camera. It is thus not 

surprising that I treat my experiences the way 

I upload pictures on Instagram: beautiful but 

not real. This has developed over time, and 

now I find myself unable to stop seeing with-

out editing.

The first of these moments is me sitting in a 

car as it drives too quickly down a country 

lane. The hills outside the window are a wel-

coming moss-green and the crisp air sneaks 

up the sleeves of my red jumper. To my right, 

the girl sitting next to me is fist-pumping to 

terrible pop songs and not keeping her hands 

on the wheel, despite my pleading her to do 

so. Next, I find myself standing in a small, 

crowded room with matt-black walls cov-

ered in tattered posters. The music starts to 

explode out of the large, imposing speakers 

standing at either sides of the stage and I feel 

my body beginning to tingle with excitement. 

I faintly hear the girl beside me speaking to a 

nearby mother who stands anxiously next to 

her daughter. The conversation is short and 

a scripted reality
a column by Ana Diaz
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a poem by John Grey

in search of
A row of people, cops and firemen, doctors and school teachers,
gripped hands and spread as wide as their arms would allow,
then moved forward slowly across the fields.
There wasn’t a patch of that long grass the formation didn’t cover,

every foot, every eye, pressed in the service of finding the lost boy.
At the edge of the forest, trees broke most physical contact
but folks still managed to hold their straight line
despite rock and bracken, dip and rise.

They were determined to succeed in their search     
if it took all night and the following day.
But the kid wasn’t discovered for another five years,
as bones in an unmarked grave that was dug up by a hungry fox.

The mother had long accepted the fact that her son was dead.
She had been witness to that human chain
as it covered more ground than she could ever imagine.
Across the landscape, it was as relentless as her lost hopes.

But then, when it failed, that troop of friends and neighbors
became her despair, destroying all before it.
In her mind, a mass of bodies in motion killed her boy.    
No pedophile hermit in a cabin by the swamp even came close.

a scripted reality
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bookshelf interview: 
Nick Carr12

We interviewed UvA’s very own dr Nick Carr about his favou-
rite books, guilty pleasures, and recommendations. Check out 

what he has to say about his book shelves on page 12. 

Writer’s Block’s Final Editor Casper has written a beautiful 
short story. Go to page 4 and find yourself in the magical 

forest of Nir’Han.
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But yes your wild-run love
wheeled you on

Travel across the US in Filippa B’s poem “Paradise Postcard” 
on page 19.
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